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Summary

Magnetometry located enclosure ditches, areas of presumed brick and tile rubble and
possible kilns. It located many features which were not visible on air photographs of
the area, particularly those on greensand. Resistivity results over part of the area were
inconclusive.
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Introduction

These surveys were carried out to locate any remains to amplify the results from
fieldwalking and a small excavation published in Oxoniensia in 1986(1) .The site is on
a slight ridge and the south facing side of a valley.
The solid geology is Lower Greensand which covers the northern part of the survey
area and Kimmeridge clay which lies underneath it and outcrops on the southern half
of the site. The level part, north of the east-west hedge, is greensand whilst the area to
the south of the hedge has greensand at its northern side and clay to its south. There is
a spring at the intersection of the geologies which has been capped and appears to be
used as a piped water supply. An area of boggy soil runs from the spring southwards.
That area was not surveyed.
The survey, centred on SP4900 0726, was in large pasture fields separated by hedges
and fencing.
In addition to the publication in Oxoniensia in 1986 Dr Robert Eeles has told us that
when he was young he had been told that there were standing walls here in the early
20th century.
The area is monument number 661994 on the English Heritage Pastscape system and
is not a Scheduled Ancient Monument.
The surveys took place between February and June 2011.
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Methods

Both magnetometry and earth resistance were used although the area of resistivity was
far smaller than that of magenetometry.
Magnetometry was used as it is fairly rapid and greensand is normally good for
producing results with this method. See English Heritage Geophysical Survey in Field
Evaluation. Andrew David, 2008 p15(2).
Resistivity was also used in magnetometry grid 3 as this was understood to be the area
of the excavation which had produced walls. It was at a high sample density as we
were seeking to characterise the remains rather than locating them. A twin probe array
was used with 0.5 metres between the mobile probes as the remains were believed to
be fairly shallow. The published excavation report did not enable the excavated area
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to be accurately located as it was in the days before accurate gps equipment was
available.
Please see section 13 for details of these methods.
Location
For the eastern area grids were set out using tapes and their corners were recorded
using a Trimble Pro XR differential gps which is normally accurate to some 40cms.
The grid locations are shown in sections 9 and 10.
They are
grid1
NE corner 449034.4E 202783.5N
SE corner 449055.5E 202762.5N
SW corner 449034.3E 202741.E
Grid 2
SW corner 449055.2E 202720.1N
Grid 3
SE corner 449097.6E 202720.7N
SW corner 449076.6E 202699.1N
Taped positioning
SE corner of grid 4 is 16.36m from NW corner of largest concrete cap over spring and
17.30m from its SE corner
NE corner of grid 3 is 27.5m from NW corner of largest concrete cap over spring and
25.37m from its SE corner.
For the western area, Area 2, grids were set out on National Grid co-ordinates and the
grid order and the grid co-ordinates are shown in sections 9 and 10
The one resistivity grid is in the same location as magnetometry grid 3 of Area 1.
Equipment
For the magnetometry a Bartington Grad 601/2 fluxgate gradiometer was used which
has a metre separation between its upper and lower sensors and collected data at a
1metre line interval and 8 readings per metre along each line.
The earth resistance survey used a TR Systems resistance meter in twin probe array
with 0.5metre separation of mobile probes. This collected data at a 0.5 metre interval
along lines 0.5 metres apart.
Both survey methods had the equipment hand carried by someone walking along lines
with markings every metre.
All grids were surveyed with the start in the north western corner and the first line
going eastwards and used a zig zag method of collection.
To process the data we use a specialist programme, ArcheoSurveyor.
The following principal processes were used:Magnetometry
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1 Base Layer
2 De Stagger: Grids: All. Mode: Both in and out by: -4 intervals (this is to
overcome the lag in the automatic logging device).
3 DeStripe Median Traverse: Grids: All (this is to overcome slight imbalances
between the 2 pairs of sensors)
4 Clip at 1.00 SD (this is to stop individual very high or low readings from
dominating the rest of the data presentation).
Resistivity
1 Base Layer
2 Despike Threshold: 1 Window size: 3x3(this is to stop individual very high or
low readings from dominating the rest of the data presentation).
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Results

Area 1
Magnetometry. See section 11A,5
1 – There is a slight possibility that this may be a small ring ditch.
2 – Pair of narrow parallel ditches. These could be on the sides of a track or road.
3 – Larger ditches around enclosures.
4 – Possibly a large ring ditch.
5 – Probably areas of rubble. The likelihood is that tile and brick may have been
detected.
6 – Probably modern ferrous pipes.
7 – A small ditch – like anomaly.
8 – Area of high burning. This could be a kiln or similar.
9 – Two lines of high readings. These could be where the ash from the possible kiln
(8) was constrained, possibly by ditches or walls.

Area 2
Magnetometry. See Section 11B,5

10 – Small kiln or hearth.
11 – Possible rectangular ditched enclosure. If there is anything related to the Civil
War here then this is the best candidate.
12 – Large probable kiln.
13 – Probably a ditch filled with residue from firing the kiln. There are some
anomalies which may be fired clay wasters in this area.
14 – Possible circular hollows.
15 – 2 parallel lines of intermittent high readings.
16 – Areas of large rectangular anomalies. Possibly associated with clay extraction.
17 – Possibly a curved ditch.
18 – Ditches.
19 – Area of high readings – possibly dumping.
20 – Area of high readings similar to those of brick rubble. This is near a gate and
may be dumping.
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Resistivity.
See section 12,4
21 – Area of low resistance. This appears to be downhill from the possible kiln area.
22 - Area of high resistance. Possibly natural greensand or it could be a pile of debris
or rubble.
23 – Low resistance area – probably the natural clay.
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Conclusions

Both magnetometry and resistivity failed to identify or clarify the structure which was
shown in the 1986 publication of fieldwork here.
The magnetometry did however find probable kilns and associated activities together
with enclosures and probable rubble spreads which could warrant further
investigation.
The kiln-like anomalies may well be part of the Boars Hill pottery industry although
the kiln in area 2 is larger than one would expect for Roman pottery kilns. Medieval
roof tiles from Stert St Abingdon have greensand –type sand in their fabric so there
may also be medieval tile production somewhere on Boars Hill. The proximity of
water, clay and, probably a source of timber on the greensand areas, may have
favoured this location for that activity.
Despite the work being carried out at a damp time of year the poor resistivity results
may have been affected by the greensand being well draining. This may also account
for the lack of any archaeological features on the air photographs as the greensand
area may be so free draining that even ditches do not stay damp enough to influence
the vegetation growing on them. This could have implications on our understanding
of the density of archaeological sites on greensand.
A combination of geophysical and fieldwork techniques have been able to show
results which were not predicted by air photography.
As the site is under pasture it would appear to be under no threat and there would
therefore appear to be no pressing need to carry out further investigations.
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Disclaimer

Many features cannot be detected with magnetometry or resistivity. The fact that
something has not been located should not be taken to imply that it is not there.
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